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ABSTRACT 
A complete approach to reasoning under uncertainty requires upport for both 
identification of the appropriate hypothesis space and ranking hypotheses based on 
available evidence. We present a hybrid reasoning scheme that combines ymbolic 
and numerical methods for uncertainty management to provide efficient and 
effective support for both of these tasks. The hybrid is based on symbolic techniques 
adapted from assumption-based truth maintenance systems (ATMS), combined 
with numerical methods adapted from the Dempster/Shafer theory of evidence, as 
extended in Baldwin's Support Logic Programming system. The hybridization is 
achieved by viewing an A TMS as a symbolic" algebra system for uncertainty 
calculations. This technique has several major advantages over conventional 
methods for performing inference with numerical certainty estimates in addition to 
the ability to dynamically determine hypothesis paces, including improved 
management of dependent and partially independent evidence, faster run-time 
evaluation of propositional certainties, and the ability to query the certainty value of 
a proposition from multiple perspectives. 
KEYWORDS: uncertainty management, symbolic, numeric 
INTRODUCTION 
Standard mechanisms for performing inference with numerical certainty 
values, such as that used in Mycin (Buchanan and Shortliffe [1]), rely on 
numerical combination of evidence at each stage of inference. This means that 
the source of each derived support is lost, and independence assumptions must 
be made in order to combine evidence from multiple inferences upporting a
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single proposition. Also, since the end result of inference is a single numerical 
value for each proposition, it is not possible to determine the sensitivity of 
consequent certainty values to individual pieces of evidence without redoing the 
entire inference process. Recently, interest has grown in attempts to represent 
uncertainty symbolically (Cohen [2]; Liu [3]). This paper presents a novel 
method for computing the certainty of derived propositions from numerical 
certainty information for the initial evidence, based on the mechanisms of an 
assumption-based truth maintenance system (ATMS) (deKleer [4-6]) and the 
Dempster/Shafer theory of evidence (Shafer [7]) with extensions adopted from 
support logic programming (see Baldwin [8]). The method relies on the 
propagation mechanisms in an ATMS to perform most evidence combination 
operations symbolically and substitutes numerical values only when asked for 
the certainty of a proposition. Advantages include improved handling of 
nonindependent evidence, very fast run-time evaluation of propositional 
certainties, incremental updating of consequent certainties in response to new 
evidence, even after inference is complete, and the ability to request he 
certainty value of any proposition from several perspectives. 
The paper begins with a review of the basic mechanisms of an ATMS. We 
then introduce Support Logic Programming (SLP), a system for reasoning with 
numerical certainty values in a Prolog-like framework developed by Baldwin. 
Support Logic Programming uses a certainty calculus derived from the 
Dempster/Shafer theory of evidence, in which evidential mass is viewed as 
distributed over a "frame of discernment," a primitive set of exhaustive and 
mutually exclusive hypotheses. The certainty calculus used in SLP is consistent 
with the symbolic operations performed by an ATMS, as will be shown. 
However, SLP was not developed for an environment as rich as that of an 
ATMS. Specially, it does not define how to combine vidence over frames of 
discernment o her than a single proposition and its negation, since more complex 
frames are not representable in Prolog. We show how an ATMS can perform 
t 
these operations symbolically as well, and illustrate its operation in an example. 
ASSUMPTION-BASED TRUTH MAINTENANCE 
An ATMS (deKleer [4-6]) is a form of propositional truth maintenance 
system (Doyle [91; McAllester [10]), in which all the assumptions supporting a 
proposition are explicitly recorded with it. Specifically, the label of a 
proposition is a list of sets of assumptions, where the proposition is held to be 
true if all the assumptions in at least one of the sets are true. 
A proposition gets its label via assumption set propagation through proposi- 
tional instantiations of inferences called justifications. This propagation can be 
considered a two-stage process. First, each new assumption set is propagated 
through each justification for which the proposition its supports i  an antecedent. 
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Second, the assumption sets arriving at consequent propositions are combined 
with those already in the label set for the consequent. If this combination results 
in adding an assumption set to the label of the consequent proposition, this can 
then start a new round of propagation. We detail each of these steps in turn. 
Propagating Assumption Sets Through Justifications 
When a proposition gets a new assumption set in its label, that set is 
immediately passed on to each of the justifications that name that proposition as 
an antecedent. The justification then combines that assumption set with 
assumption sets from each of its other antecedents o generate outgoing 
assumption sets. This combination is done in all possible ways, selecting one 
assumption set from each of the other antecedents' labels. For example, if a 
justification had two other antecedents, each with two assumption sets in its 
label, then the justification would contribute four assumption sets to the label of 
the consequent proposition. Again, each of these four assumption sets would be 
the union of the initial assumption set plus one of the assumption sets from the 
labels of each of the two other antecedents. As a simple example of this 
propagation, consider the following (see Figure 1)" If proposition A implies 
proposition D, assumption al supports proposition A and the conjunction of 
propositions B and C also implies proposition D, with assumption a2 supporting 
B and a3 and t/4 each independently supporting C, then the label for D is 
[{al}{a2a3}{a2a4}]. 
Updating Consequent Proposition Labels 
The next stage of processing takes place when the consequent proposition 
receives each new assumption set. Each assumption set generated by the 
supporting justification iscompared with the assumption sets already in the label 
A 
[{,,1}1-- 
B D 
[{a2} {,,,,,,}1 
t{a3} 
Figure 1. Simple Label Propagation i an ATMS 
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[{al}] 
[(a2}] 
Figure 2. Representing Mutual Exclusion in an ATMS 
of the consequent proposition. If the new assumption set is identical with or a 
superset of any assumption set already in the label, it is discarded. If it is a subset 
of any assumption set in the label, its superset assumption sets are removed from 
the label. Finally, if the new assumption set was not discarded, then it is added to 
the label of the consequent proposition and passed on as input to all justifications 
that have that proposition as an antecedent, starting a new cycle of propagation. 
Various heuristics are necessary to ensure that assumption set propagation is
efficient. The most important is to impose a most general first ~ propagation 
order on assumption sets waiting to propagate through justifications. This 
ensures that effort is not wasted propagating larger assumption sets only to 
subsequently remove them as supersets of some smaller set, and is necessary to 
ensure that propagation terminates in the case of cyclic justification etworks. 
The conclusion of a justification can be the special proposition ~,  and all 
assumption sets that get propagated to ~ are marked as inconsistent. When an 
assumption set is marked inconsistent, it and all its supersets are removed from 
any labels in which they appear. Also, labels generated by conjunctive 
justifications are checked for consistency before propagation to consequent 
propositions and are discarded if inconsistent. This checking is performed by 
maintaining a database of canonical forms of assumption sets with consistency 
information. 
This inconsistency management is used, for example, to ensure that mutually 
inconsistent propositions are never combined to derive support for any other 
proposition. Figure 2 shows an example of how a mutually exclusive set of 
propositions can be represented in an ATMS using assumptions and justifica- 
tions to ~.  
This technique can be used to partially represent one-of disjunctions. By a 
one-of disjunction we mean a mutually exclusive and exhaustive set of 
propositions, or roughly the equivalent of a Dempster/Shafer p imitive 
hypothesis set. The propagation and inconsistent label management algorithms 
Lowest cardinality of the assumption set. 
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can be shown to implement a nearly complete propositional logic. While the 
representation in Figure 2 does imply that no more than one of the propositions 
can be true, however, it does not imply that exactly One must be true. This aspect 
of one-ofs is handled separately, by explicitly representing disjunctions in a 
separate data structure. The process of finding consistent assignments of truth 
values to assumptions is called interpretation construction. Each such 
assignment, called an interpretation, must assign true to exactly one assumption 
from each disjunction, consistent with all justifications installed. 
Once the interpretations have been constructed, we can ask which proposi- 
tions are true in any interpretation. A proposition is true in an interpretation if 
and only if its label contains at least one assumption set that is a subset of the 
assumptions comprising the interpretation. We can further ask whether or not a 
proposition is true in a noninterpretation e vironment. An environment is
simply an assumption set, and by noninterpretation we mean that it does not 
assign truth values to all assumptions but only to some subset. In that case there 
are three possible answers. The proposition can be true in all interpretations 
containing the environment, in at least one such interpretation, or in no 
interpretations containing the environment. The first case is indicated by the 
proposition label having an assumption set that is a subset of the environment 
assumptions; the second, by the proposition label having at least one assumption 
set that is a superset of the environment; and the third, by the proposition label 
having no assumption set satisfying either of those tests. 
One view we can take of an ATMS is as a symbolic algebra system for 
uncertainty information. That is, the ATMS starts with a set of uncertain data 
and a set of inferences that can be drawn from that data. It then computes a
closed-form symbolic expression for the truth of all consequent propositions, in
terms of the symbolic truth values (assumptions) of the original data. One 
consequence of this capability is that once problem solving and interpretation are 
complete the truth of a proposition in any solution or partial solution can readily 
be determined with inexpensive, purely local operations. 
SUPPORT LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
An ATMS is an elegant and efficient way to simultaneously explore all 
solutions within a large search space. However, once the exploration is 
complete, it can only provide three-valued estimates of the truth of derived 
propositions, as described above. In this section we review Support Logic 
Programming, a system recently introduced by Baldwin [8] for reasoning with 
uncertain knowledge. This system, inspired by the Dempster/Shafer theory of 
evidence [7], offers the potential of increasing the amount of information 
available from an ATMS label by providing numerical certainties for derived 
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propositions. We first review the certainty calculus in Support Logic Program- 
ming and then show how this calculus can be combined with the ATMS. 
Support Logic Programming is a Prolog-like programming system in which 
the uncertainty associated with facts and rules is represented by a pair of 
supports. For example, 
(active reaction) : [1/4, 2/3] 
in interpreted to mean that the lower support 2 for the proposition (active 
reaction) is 1/4, and the upper support 3 is 2/3. While the lower supports for a 
proposition and its negation cannot add to greater than 1, they may add to less 
than 1. The difference between the sum and 1 represents the degree to which we 
are uncertain about the likelihood of the proposition. Baldwin suggests a voting 
model view of support, under which we may read the above as 3 people out of  12 
said the reaction was active, 4 said it was not active, and 5 were uncommitted. 
There are two statement types4: 
1. P : [SI(P), Su(P)] 
e.g. : (active reaction) : [1/4, 2/3] 
2. P : -  Q : [SI(PIQ), Su(PIQ)] 
(dir reactants down) : -  (active reaction) : [1, 1] 
The first states that proposition P is a fact with the specified support pair 
belief, and the second states an inference rule and associates a support pair 
describing the belief in the validity of the inference. Inference antecedents can be 
compositeS: 
Sl(X, Y )= SI(X) * SI(Y) 
Su(X, Y )= Su(X) * Su(Y) 
SI(X; Y) = SI(X) + SI(Y) - SI(X) * SI(Y) 
Su(X; Y) = Su(X) + Su(Y) -  Su(X) * Su(Y) 
SI(NOT X) = 1 - Su(X) 
Su(NOT X) = 1 - Sl(X) 
(active reaction) : [1/4, 2/3] 
=* (NOT (active reaction)) : [1/3, 3/4] 
2 Belief, in Dempster. sharer terminology. 
3 Plausibility, in Dempster/Shafer terminology, and 1 - Sl(Not(active r action)). 
4 Notation i  SLP follows Prolog standards, : - is read "is implied by," X, Y should be read "X 
AND Y," and X; Y should be read "X OR Y." A colon, :, is used to separate a statement from the 
support for it. 
5 Baldwin describes several c asses of algorithms in Ref. 8. We show here the multiplication model, 
which was selected for its implementation simplicity and intuitive appeal. Baldwin shows that he 
multiplication model corresponds to a maximum entropy model, areasonable assumption in the face 
of ignorance. 
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Inference is done as follows: 
P : -Q  : SI(P[Q), Su(PIQ)] 
Q : [SI(Q), Su(Q)] 
P : [SI(PIQ).SI(Q), 1 - (1 - Su(PIQ)).SI(Q)] 
(dir reactants down) : - (act ive  reaction) : [2/3, 1] 
(active reaction) : [1/4, 2/3] 
(dir reactants down) : [1/6, 1] 
This rule can be interpreted as translating a single uncertain inference rule iT'*O 
tWO certain rules, as follows: 
becomes 
P : -Q  : (PIQ), su(P[Q)] 
P : -Q , (P  ~ Q) 
(P '.- Q) :  [Sl(P Q), 1] 
(Not P) : -Q ,  ((Not P) 4-- Q) 
((Not P) ' -  Q) :  [1 -Su(P IQ) ,  1] 
Finally, supports can be combined: 
P : [S1, U1] 
P : [$2, U2] 
P : [S, u]  
where 
and 
S = ($1.U2 + $2.U1 - S I*S2) /K 
U = 1 - ((1 - U1)(1 - $2) + (1 - U2)(U1 - S1))/K 
K = 1 - $2.(1 - U2) - SI*(1 - U2) 
(active reaction) : [1/4, 2/3] 
(active reaction): [1/2, 3/4] 
(active reaction) : [22/37, 34/37] 
This combination rule is derived from, and consistent with, the combining 
rule in the Dempster/Shafer theory of evidence. Figure 3 shows an interpretation 
of this combination rule in terms of combining support in a way that minimizes 
uncertainty. That is, any support that one source attributes to "unknown" is 
assumed to be consistent with specific support assignments o true or false by the 
other source. Clearly inconsistent assignments of support are normalized away, 
and support assigned by both sources to "unknown"  remains assigned to 
' ' unknown.  ' ' 
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Ev A / Ev B P not P Unknown 
P P inconsistent P 
not P inconsistent not P not P 
Unknown P not P Unknown 
Figure 3. Combining Independent Bodies of Evidence 
Support Logic Programming provides a representation for truth values and 
algorithms for propagating those truth values through inferences to derive 
support for consequents. In addition, it provides a method for combining 
multiple supports for a single proposition i to a single composite support. There 
is, however, one other kind of information represented in an ATMS for which 
SLP provides no guidance. One-of disjunctions provide a way of identifying 
frames of discernment larger than single proposition and its negation. In the next 
section we show how an ATMS can be extended to incorporate he SLP model of 
numerical uncertainty plus additional aspects of the Dempster/Shafer model not 
included in SLP. 
SLP AND ASSUMPTION-BASED TRUTH MAINTENANCE 
In this section we present our approach to combining symbolic and numerical 
approaches totruth maintenance. While we intend to eventually incorporate the 
full Dempster/Shafer model in our reasoner, we have initially restricted our 
approach to a subset slightly larger than that incorporated in SLP. Specifically, 
we describe techniques for mar.aging evidence over frames of discernment 
consisting only of a set of primitive hypotheses and their negations, rather than 
the complete power set of the primitive hypothesis set as is treated in the full 
Dempster/Shafer theory. The fundamental components we must provide models 
for are the upper and lower supports for a proposition, the primitive hypothesis 
set, the frame of discernment, and the SLP rule of inference. We must hen show 
how to derive numerical certainty values from the results of symbolic 
processing. 
Representations for Evidence and Hypotheses 
Assumptions inan ATMS represent our uncertainty about ruth or falsity. We 
have seen that an ATMS can be viewed as a symbolic algebra system for 
combining uncertainty information. It implicitly assumes that the underlying 
uncertainty information is Boolean (i.e., takes the values T and F). A natural 
extension is to integrate support pair certainty directly with assumptions by 
attaching support pairs to assumptions. However, this approach is inconsistent 
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with the basic structure of an ATMS, in which an assumption implicitly 
represents he belief that a proposition is true. Therefore, an assumption cannot 
be used to carry evidence against he proposition it supports. Evidence against a
proposition must be represented asa separate assumption and used to support he 
negation of the proposition. 6 
In the Dempster/Shafer theory of evidence, a source does not provide 
evidence for a single proposition but rather distributes evidential mass over an 
entire frame of discernment (one such distribution is called a basic mass 
assignment). We can use an ATMS one-of disjunction to directly represent a 
basic mass assignment and to inform an ATMS that two elements from the same 
basic mass assignment cannot be combined conjunctively. The primitive 
hypothesis set can be represented by installing justifications between each pair of 
elements and O,  as described earlier in the discussion of mutual exclusivity in an 
ATMS. We add a data structure, a frame, to identify the set of propositions 
comprising a frame of discernment. In the case where the primitive hypothesis 
set consists of only two elements, each existing proposition is the negation of the 
other, and therefore only two assumptions are needed to carry all the numerical 
information about certainties. However, in the case of a primitive hypothesis set 
consisting of more than two elements, explicit negation assumptions and 
propositions must be created. Figure 4 shows the complete set of assumptions 
and propositions for a mutually exclusive and exhaustive set of three 
propositions. 
Inference 
The SLP inference rule seems analogous to the ATMS justification, but again 
we must separate the positive and negative vidential import. As with support 
pairs, we can do this by splitting an inference into two justifications, one 
carrying the lower support of the inference and having the proposition as its 
consequent, and the other carrying 1 minus the upper support of the inference 
and having the negation of the proposition as its consequent. Creation of the 
negation justification is optional when the upper support is 1, and in that case the 
default is to not create the negation justification. While all of this duplication 
may seem expensive, it has a major advantage. The original inference rule of 
Baldwin is not associative. As a result, each inference must combine the 
numerical values of its antecedent supports and provide a composite numerical 
support for the consequent. However, the combination rule for the simplified, 
split justifications i associative. As a result, we can defer numerical evaluation, 
6 In the special case where the upper support iszero or the lower support is1, then an assumption is 
unnecessary. If the upper support iszero, then the consequent is false, and a justification can be 
installed between the consequent and 0.  If the lower support is 1, then the consequent is 
unconditionally true, and a justification can be installed supporting it with an empty assumption set. 
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a,  ~ (A  = 1) a-,1 --~ (A-~ = 1) 
a2 --4 (A  = 2) a-~2 ~ (A~ = 2) 
a3 ~ (A  = 3) a-,3 --* (A-~ = 3) 
(one-of al V a2 V a3 V a-~l V a-,2 V a-,3 V ao) 
Figure 4. Assumptions for a Basic Mass Assignment 
use the standard ATMS assumption propagation algorithm, and compute the 
support pair for any proposition by examining the labels of all propositions in its 
frame of discernment. Specifically, given 
A :  [SI(A), Su(B)] 
a :-  [Sl(BIA), Su(BIA)] 
we install justifications as shown in Figure 5 and derive 
B :  [SI(B), Su(B)] 
where 
SI(B) = SI(A) * SI(BIA ) 
S1(--1 B) = SI(-~ B IA ) * SI(A) 
This is exactly the same computations as used by Baldwin [8] and so 
demonstrates that this encoding correctly captures the SLP inference rule. 
We now have in the label of each hypothesis a symbolic expression, in 
disjunctive normal form, for the evidence for that hypothesis. In the next 
subsections we show how these can be converted into symbolic belief functions 
and finally evaluated to determine the numerical value of the belief function for 
each hypothesis. 
(A ~ B) 
Figure 5. Representing an SLP Inference Rule in the ATMS 
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Symbolic Computation of Belief Functions 
We perform one final step symbolically, that is, the conversion of mass 
assignments into belief unctions. This is a straightforward task. The difference 
is that we use the ATMS label propagation algorithms to perform this operation 
symbolically. 
As shown in Figure 6, the basic idea is to directly represent the evidential 
import of each primitive hypothesis and its negation on other elements in the 
frame of discernment. For example, evidence that A is not equal to 2 and that A 
is not equal to 3 is evidence that A is equal to 1. This serves two purposes. First, 
from the logical point of view, it ensures that every proposition in the ATMS 
database has a complete and correct label. That is, it ensures that, for example, 
any proposition that can be inferred from the fact (A -1 = l) will have in its 
label not just assumption sets that directly support (A -'1 = 1), but also those that 
support (A = 2) or (A = 3). Second, from the numerical point of view, this is 
equivalent to symbolically computing the belief function for each hypothesis n
the database. 
Reduction of Labels to Numerical Belief Values 
We are now ready to compute the support for any derived proposition by 
examining the support for the assumptions in its label. Before we proceed with 
the actual algorithm for performing this evaluation, three points are worth 
noting. First, note that most simple numerical schemes for combining 
uncertainty with rules are forced to make independence assumptions when 
combining evidence from multiple rules. We shall see that his is not true for our 
hybrid reasoner. Because it has retained the structure of the evidence, it is able 
to make full use of the available dependence information when combining 
evidence. Second, as Heckerman and Horvitz [l l] point out, simple rule 
schemes are unable to reason correctly about mutually exclusive hypotheses. 
Again, this criticism does not apply to our system because of its ability to 
(A = 1) ---, (A--, = 2) 
(A = 1) ~ (A--, = 3) 
(A--,=I) A(A--,=2)---,(A=3) 
(A~=I) A(A~=3)----*(A=2) 
(A = 2) ---, (A--, = 1) 
Figure 6. Symbolic Computation of Belief Functions 
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directly represent primitive hypothesis sets and frames of discernment, based on 
the contradiction representation ability of an ATMS. Finally, note that most 
simple rule-based reasoners are static, one-pass inference systems. That is, both 
in the Mycin certainty propagation framework and in SLP, all evidence must be 
available before inference is performed. Subsequent changes in the evidence for 
antecedents donot affect he belief in consequents. In contrast, the propagation 
algorithm of the ATMS is always active, and consequent labels are automatically 
updated in response to changes in support for antecedents. The reduction of 
evidence to a numerical value is viewed as a query and is performed only on 
demand. 
The algorithm we use to combine environments and derive a belief measure is 
as follows: 
1. Compute the evidence space for the frame of discernment of interest. The 
evidence space is a list of every basic mass assignment ofwhich an element 
appears in some environment in the label of some proposition i  the frame 
of discernment. 
2. "Complete" each environment in the label of the proposition of interest 
with respect o this evidence space. (For example, if an environment is
{albl } and the evidence space contains disjunctions a, b, and c, and c is 
the disjunction {Cl v Cz V c3 }, then the "completion" of the environment 
{alb~} is {alblCl V alblC2 v alblc3}, excluding any nogoods.) 
3. Take the union of the completions of all environments in the label, 
eliminating duplicates. 
4. The resulting completion of the label is a disjunction of mutually exclusive 
environments. Therefore, the belief from the environments can simply 
be summed. The belief contributed from each environment can be 
computed using the product of the assumption masses, under the 
assumption that the evidence basic mass assignments are independent. 
5. Finally, the result must be normalized by 1 - g. 
6. r can be computed by selecting that subset of the nogood database 
consisting of environments hat include only assumptions from disjunc- 
tions in the evidence space, v completing them with respect to the evidence 
space, and computing the belief as above (except, of course, that this time 
you do not discard nogoods). 
This basic algorithm is exponential in the number of sources of evidence but 
linear in the size of the primitive hypothesis set when frames of discernment 
consist only of primitive hypotheses and their negations. Several hacks are 
possible to improve fficiency such as pruning partially completed environments 
with zero mass and maintaining a cache of previously completed environments. 
7 Nog6od generated bymutually exclusivity ofthe elements ofa single basic mass assignment are 
not included! 
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(Since duplicates will be discarded, there is no point computing the completion 
of an environment with respect o the same evidence space twice.) 
EXAMPLE 
In this section we present an example of the use of the extended ATMS. The 
example is a simple assessment task in which we have a system consisting of 
three components and four numerical parameters. Each of the components can 
be in one of two states, ON or OFF. Each component state is determined by 
certain observable switch settings, as shown in Figure 7. For example, we know 
that if switch A is in the left position and switch C is in the left position, then 
component X must be ON. 
The problem is to determine possible overall system states given some 
uncertain evidence for switch settings. Figure 7 shows the problem description, 
and Figure 8 shows the output generated by the hybrid reasoning system. 
DISCUSSION AND RELATED RESEARCH 
We have presented a technique for symbolically performing deductive 
inference with uncertain data, where the uncertainty is expressed numerically as 
the distribution of a unit evidential mass over a frame of discernment consisting 
of a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses and their negations. 
This technique combines multiple sources of evidence in a manner consistent 
with Dempster/Shafer theory and uses the bookkeeping capabilities of an 
assumption-based truth maintenance system to improve on the evidence- 
handling capabilities of typical rule-based systems. In particular, dependent 
evidence is automatically subsumed, and partially dependent evidence is 
automatically expanded to identify and eliminate duplicated components. While 
it is beyond the scope of this paper, we note in passing that this technique can 
also be used to represent evidential relationships between inference rules. 
The work presented here can be seen as nothing more than a good 
implementation of an existing numerical technique. While this view is not 
incorrect, we believe it does not go far enough. The power of the approach 
described here arises from the use of multiple representations for uncertainty. 
Tasks that require reasoning with uncertain information typically have two 
fundamental subtasks at their core)  The first is identification and exploration of 
alternative hypotheses (e.g., given that the temperature is rising: What might 
s The following is an oversimplified model. The two subtasks are not necessarily sequential, nor do 
they necessarily occur only once. Nonetheless, the argument made applies to any more sophisticated 
model in which these two subtasks can be identified as components. 
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; ;  component s ta te  frames 
(mutua l ly -exc lus ive  ' ( (x  on) (x o f f ) ) )  
(mutua l ly -exc lus ive  ' ( (y  on) (y o f f ) ) )  
(mutua l ly -exc lus ive  ' ( ( z  on) (z o f f ) ) )  
; ;  observab le  s ta te  frames 
(mutually-exclusive '((Switch A left) (Switch A center) (Switch A right))) 
(mutually-exclusive '((Switch B left) (Switch 8 center) (Switch 8 right))) 
(mutually-exclusive '((Switch C left) (Switch C Center) (Switch C right))) 
;; relations between observables and component states 
(<-> ((Switch A left) (Switch C left)) ((x on))) 
(<-> ((Switch A left) (Switch C center)) ((y on))) 
(<-> ((Switch A center) (Switch B center)) ((z on))) 
; ;  evidence - each pa i r  i s  mass ass igned to propos i t ion  and i t s  negat ion.  
(basic-mass-assignment '(((Switch A left) 0.27 0.0) 
((Switch A center) 0.61 0.0) 
( (Switch A r ight )  0.0 0 .12) ) )  
(basic-mass-assi~ent '(((SwitchB left) 0.13 0.0) 
((Switch B center) 0.76 0.0) 
((Switch B right) 0.0 0.11))) 
(basic-mass-assignment '(((Switch C left) 0.87 0.0) 
((Switch C Center) 0.02 0.0) 
((Switch C right) 0.0 0.11))) 
Figure7. Example Prob~mSetup 
have caused it, what will its consequences be, and what alternatives for action do 
I have?). Existing numerical techniques do not address the problem of 
generation and exploration of hypothesis spaces. Symbolic techniques such as 
those based on an ATMS have been designed expressly for this purpose. Note 
that the solution hypothesis space in our example (the four possible solution 
states and their negations) is not explicitly listed in the problem statement. 
Rather, it is constructed dynamically by the symbolic omponent of the hybrid 
reasoner. The second subtask is the ranking of or selection among hypotheses 
once they have been identified and explored. Here symbolic techniques fall: All 
they can say is that a hypothesis is necessary, possible, or inconsistent. 
Numerical techniques uch as Dempster/Shafer theory provide us with the 
needed mechanisms for evaluating and ranking hypotheses once they have been 
identified. Thus, the hybrid reasoning scheme we have presented offers a more 
complete view of reasoning under certainty than any system based solely on 
either symbolic or numerical techniques. 
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So lu t ion :  (Z OFF) (Y OFF) (X ON): [ .23  , .45]  
So lu t ion :  (Z OFF) (Y ON) (X OFF):  [ .01  , .22]  
So lu t ion :  (Z ON) (Y OFF) (X OFF):  [ .46  , .68]  
Solution: (Z OFF) (Y OFF) (X OFF):  [.08 , .29] 
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Others have begun to explore the possibility of combining symbolic and 
numerical approaches touncertainty. Hanks [12] describes a system based on a 
justification-based truth maintenance (JTMS) technique that can accept numeri- 
cal estimates of default likelihood and estimate hypothesis certainties. However, 
since a JTMS stores only a single bit representing truth or falsity at each 
proposition, it seems to suffer the same limitations as typical rule-based systems 
such as Mycin. More interesting, we believe, is the ATMS-based approach 
outlined by deKleer and Williams [13]. While we have described a system for 
deductive inference, they are primarily concerned with abductive inference. 
Also, they assume that measurements are made without uncertainty. Finally, 
since their scheme is based on probabilities, they cannot accept evidence for 
other than primitive hypotheses. In particular, as noted in their article, they 
cannot accept evidence against a hypothesis. H6wever, abdactive inference 
within this framework is clearly an important problem. We believe techniques 
like theirs are adaptable to the system we have described. 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
We have shown that an ATMS can be used as a symbolic algebra system for 
uncertainty calculations consistent with at least one adaptation of Dempster/ 
Shafer theory. We have not established, though, how wide a class of numerical 
certainty calculation algorithms can be captured using this approach. We believe 
that a Bayesian model of inference can serve as the numerical component of a 
hybrid reasoner of the type we have described, and we have begun to explore the 
issues involved in constructing such a system. One criterion we did identify is 
that the representation used in the ATMS must be such that the calculations are 
associative, since ordering and nesting information is lost in assumption-set 
propagation. 
A key research motivation is the desire to represent explicitly, as much 
information about our reasoning problem as possible and represent it in a fashion 
that permits it to be efficiently brought o bear as needed. We believe we have 
demonstrated that our hybrid reasoner is capable of representing simple 
dependence or independence relationships between pieces of evidence and using 
this information to make informed evidence combination decisions. So far, we 
have assumed full independence between sources of evidence (basic mass 
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assignments). We believe that the symbolic framework we have adopted is 
capable of efficiently representing nonindependent evidence sources as well. 
Also, we have begun to develop mappings that permit the expression of 
nonindependent rules. 
The approach described here began with the premise that a numerical 
representation is the more primitive and that "assumptions" are simple certainty 
variables. An alternative view is possible. We could start from the view that the 
proposition label, the set of assumption sets supporting a proposition, is the real 
primitive. The numerical form can then be interpreted as a summary of this 
more richly structured symbolic information. This viewpoint suggests that we 
can use these numerical summaries to partition ATMS justification etworks, by 
taking the label of a proposition, computing its numerical summary, and using 
that as the numerical support for a new assumption. For example, once we have 
identified the third system state in our example as the most likely, we may wish 
to determine the possible consequences of this state. There is no need to carry 
along the full symbolic representation f our uncertainty during that task. A link 
back to the full label can be kept, so that the full structure of the support can be 
recovered when needed. We are beginning to explore the potential of such 
partitioning in complex and/or hierarchical reasoning tasks. 
SUMMARY 
We have presented a method for computing numerical certainty values of 
derived propositions from the certainty values of the assumptions on which 
inference was based. This method relies on the basic label propagation 
algorithms of an ATMS to compute closed-form symbolic ertainty expressions 
for each proposition. The inferential structure built in the ATMS is adapted from 
that in Support Logic Programming. Numerical certainty values are then 
computed by substituting assumption certainties into the symbolic certainty 
expression for the proposition of interest and evaluating the resulting expression. 
Advantages of this technique include improved handling of dependent and 
partially independent evidence, rapid reevaluation of propositional certainty 
values with different sets of assumption certainties, and the ability to obtain 
certainty values for a variety of different perspectives (partial solutions) with 
little computational effort. Furthermore, we claim that this hybrid system 
supports both of the fundamental tasks of reasoning under uncertainty and that 
no system based on a purely numerical or symbolic technique can make such a 
claim. 
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